Meditate & Activate

Thinking or meditating about a passage from God’s Word and finding opportunities to put it into action can be a powerful experience. Keep this card intact or cut out the illustrated quotation to use as a bookmark or put up somewhere in your home.

**Meditate:** We cannot see or touch the Lord, so how can we put our love for Him into action? One way is by loving other people. For when we serve others, we are also serving the Lord.

**Activate:** Look for an opportunity to help someone today by doing something you wouldn’t usually do. Examples might be spending a few minutes with a lonely person, doing a household chore without being asked, complimenting someone on their work, etc. Be conscious of doing this for the Lord’s sake.

Assuredly,
I say to you, inasmuch as you did it to one of the least of these My brethren, you did it to Me.
Matthew 25:40

To make a stronger bookmark, print this page on heavy paper or cardstock, cut in half and give half to each student.